Non-Examined Assessment (NEA) / Coursework
Practical, Coaching & Evaluation and Analysis of Performance for Improvement (EAPI)

Tutor: Chris Arnold

(see Chris’s profile below)

Benefits of attending:
• you’ll be part of an intense, highly professional and productive day that’s also relaxed
and enjoyable
• increased knowledge of requirements
• increased confidence with assessing
• how to prepare for and what to expect at moderation
• hard copy and electronic materials – including DVD clips of practical and EAPI
10.00-11.00
NEA overview – an in depth review of the first year with key areas to check and
look out for
• Key differences
• Filming requirements
• Moderation
Coffee / discussion: 11.00-11.15

11.15-1.00
Theory into practice - getting it right: hands-on help and practice with grading
all three NEA elements
1. Performance - practise applying the new assessment criteria
2. Coaching - practise applying the new assessment criteria
3. Evaluation and Analysis of Performance for Improvement (EAPI) / the ‘oral
response’ - guiding your candidates towards their optimum grade in this
unique examination with invaluable guidance on marking accurately
Lunch / discussion: – 1.00-1.45

1.45-3.30 (short break during session)
Managing the challenges of the NEA in your centre
• explore a variety of approaches to suit all centres
• EAPI / oral response:
o scheme of work – ideas to share
o hot teaching tips
• Making your life easier
o checklists and timescales - ideas and resources to take away and use
Chris
• is Curriculum Area Leader at Oldham Sixth Form College
• is a highly experienced and successful teacher of A Level PE having taught the varied
components of OCR AL PE for 20+ years
• is assistant Principal Moderator for a leading examining body
• and, for over 10 years has coordinated the national practical standardisation meeting
• has a clear, calm and highly approachable style, as well as a wealth of knowledge
and experience to share.

